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CHAPTERR TWO - KNOWLEDGE AND PERCEPTION IN 
THEE AGE OF DIGITAL (RE)PRODUCTION 

Introductio n n 

Durin gg long periods of history, the mode of human sense perception changes with 
humanity'ss mode of existence. The manner  in which human sense perception is 
organised,, the medium in which it is accomplished, is determined not only by nature but 
byy historical circumstances as well (Benjamin 1993:216). 

Thee last chapter  showed how material and discursive communicative spaces and places 
aree being redrawn by both modem marketing techniques and ICTs. The corporate ads examined 
illustratedd how Marketin g techniques can make contestable realities transmute into inevitable, 
self-evidentt  ones. This is quite evident in the machineries of representation that were at work in 
thee deregulation and privatisation of Telecommunications in the 1980's and 1990's. These 
techniquess also bespeak overlapping discursive, political economic and Research &  Design 
strategiess that span various generations of technological innovation*, economic orthodoxy and 
politicall  rhetoric. Al l this impinges on how the internet/www is being perceived, used, and 
analysedd currently . The specifics of these historical debates * are not of concern here for  this 
researchh began at the point the world-wide web took off in the 1990's. The job of this chapter  is 
too link these popularised manifestations of technological change to intellectual debate and 
academicc scholarship. In particular  from the point of view of how the (arguable) shift from 
mechanicall  forms of (reproduction to digital ones impinge upon theory and research. In that 
respectt  it intersects the previous discussion at various points. 

Whenn perusing the (tele)communications - internet - world-wide web - multimedia 
landscapee circa 2001, one could be forgiven for  seeing but one road to the future; profit -
maximisingg communications conglomerates under  the tutelage of the invisible hand of market 
forces.. In this scenario, the corporate client is the user-consumer  par excellence and the 
(cyber)spacess of the would-be Electronically Commercialised Internet his (sic) playground and 
potentiall  gold-mine. But there is another, related self-fulfillin g prophecy emerging at the same 
time.. The history of deregulation and privatisation of public telecom has become conflated with 
thee emergence of the internet/www as a 'mass medium' with the latter  being recreated in the 
imagee of the 'privat e sector'  in turn. Along with this version of events comes a victoriously 

366 By definition, traditional telephony and its more contemporary digital versions, enable long-distance, 
non-proximatee communications. Whilst computer-mediated communications and contemporary telephony 
havee all but totally 'converged1 in the OECD's fibre-optic transmission infrastructures, this belies the 
massivee parts of the globe that are still connected - if at all - by analogue, copper  wire transmission lines 
(seee Kaba 1999). Pointing out this elision between telecommunications and the internet may seem 
pedanticc but the different generations of R&D that these entail are interlocked with overlapping political 
economicc and sociocuttural histories. 
577 See Woolgar  (2000), for  a range of essays on specific design features of me internet/www from within 
Sciencee and Technology Studies (STS) approaches. Jordan (1999) is an analysis of "cyberpower"  with 
particularr  reference to the burgeoning lexicon of cyberspace from a sociological perspective and with an 
eyee on theories of power, that of Foucault included. Thomas &  Wyatt (1999) and Jones (1999) give 
historiess of the internet and a collection of internet research methods respectively. Shields (1996) and 
Harasimm (1994) are good collection of essays about virtual life and communities, especially those of the 
USS West Coast pioneering online groups and fantasy games. Hamelink (1995), and Mattelart (1994) are 
critiquess of the capitalist and Cold War mentalities, and related histcriograpMes of the concomitant 
intemational/world/globall  communications regulatory regimes underpinning or  intersecting these specific 
developments.. Singh (1999) gives a good analysis of telecommunications restructuring vis-è-vis the 
'developingg world1. Le Monde Diplomatique has been regularly publishing articles on these issues 
throughoutt  thee 1990's (Maniere de voir 1995,1996b). Frederick (1993) is a general overview of 
tele/communicationss and information technology from a more benign disposition. As for  debates about 
thee role of the US militar y in developing the early 'internef, see Abbate 2001. Where extant public 
telecommunicationss infrastructures fitted in, whether  the militar y aspect to early internet compromises its 
potentiall  to be an empowering technology, the debates still rage. More historical work needs to be done to 
makee these connections and also put the various players (such as Tim Bemers -Lee at CERN in 
Switzerland)) in the development of Internet Protocols in perspective. 
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(neo)liberall  version of democracy aided and abetted by ICTs. According to this newly received 
version;; the Internet and Global Market Forces now facilitate and represent Democratic 
Freedomm (see Haraway 1997) and thereby Development". In this way, only privatised 
unregulatedd communications provide wealth and well-being for all societies and regions in that 
theyy are ostensibly cheaper, more efficient, more democratic - more 'global' - than their 
prehistoricc predecessors the public telecommunications operators*. 

Thiss chapter argues that both celebratory and condemnatory analyses of this assumed 
relationshipp belie eurocentric assumptions about technological and social change and their 
relationshipp to 'world order" (see Strange 1996, Talalay, Farrands & Tooze 1997, Rowbotham 
1995,, Harding 1998b). They also tend towards technological determinism as the internet/www 
aree treated as external agents of sociocultural and political economic change. Whether it be of 
thee technophobe or technophile variety, mis stance overlooks complex patterns of disuse, 
misusee within multifarious political economic and sociocultural contexts. The history and 
geographiess of previous communications networks such as the railways (Mattelart 1994), 
technologiess like Radio, let alone those technologies that 'failed' ((Wyatt in Woolgar 2000, 
Laceyy 2000, Mansell & Silverstone 1996) are cases in point. Sociocultural factors such as 
race/ethnicityy mingle with class and status. These in turn are impacted upon by local and 
nationall  political economies, which then intersect with gender-power relations of technological 
usess in the home and in the workplace (Mitter & Rowbotham 1995, Moyal 1992, van Zoonen 
1991,, Bird, Curtis et al 1993, Riethof 2001). All these factors come into play when analysing 
howw and why new technologies take off at all, become embedded in everyday rituals, flourish 
briefly,, or go nowhere (Beckers 2001, Silverstone & Haddon 1996). The development of the 
predominantlyy academic uses of the earlier internet technologies into a rapidly popular means 
andd medium of both asynchronous (email) and synchronous (live chat) communications in the 
earlyy to mid 1990's is an example par excellence. Whether this is down to internet 
communicationss being able to piggy-back on local telephone networks, the impact of Browser 
software,, or market liberalisation encompasses an ongoing and heated historical debate that 
impliess sharply drawn political economic and ethical frames of reference. In this respect, it 
bearss mentioning that in these earlier stages of the internet/www "before it was famous', the 
currentt Goliath - Microsoft - was nowhere to be seen. Neither were its more recent contenders 
likee Origin, Cisco Systems and others (Kraaijeveld 2001). 

Thiss chapter will be taking to task the IR/DPE literature on ICTs for its wont to make the 
westernn European experience and investment in technological developments as the benchmark 
forr all other societies and debates (Harding 1998a, 1998b, Haraway 1992). The critical social 
constructivistt conceptualisation of technology being applied here, on the other hand, does not 
sidelinee the sociocultural and historical specifics of ICTs' in other settings. At the same time it is 
nott proposing some sort of circular feed-back loop between Research and Development, 
applicationn and use. Rather, it acknowledges an historically and socioculturally contingent and 
therebyy deeply political process that has inertia and flexibility  in varying degrees (Harding 
2001).. ICTs past, present and future, and the scientific establishments that underpin them, do 
nott exist outside historical, sociocultural processess9. Having said that, mere are, nevertheless, 
differentt modes of communication, scales and speeds of communicative interactions that come 
withh the internet/www 60. These are delimited by what has come to be referred to being or 
interactingg 'online' and/or 'offline'. Being online has both literal and figurative connotations. 
Thesee interactions, states of being, take place in what has been called Virtual reality*  (Shields 

5SS This is disputable and moreso once the decreasing telephone connection costs are compared to the ever-
increasingg internet charges. Moreover, when the civilian user is competing against the global corporation 
forr access and services on the increasingly cluttered telecom/internet infrastructures. The more capacity 
requiredd by large concerns for electronic commerce and interactions, me less room for ' telephone 
andd now internet services (Melody 2001: interview, Melody 1994) 
599 To name bat a view; the Nazi "war machine', the Manhattan Project's atomic bomb, various US 
administrations'' programmes for orbital Missile Defence Systems, Genetically Modified Foods (Rodgers 
2000),, the Human Genome Project (Haraway 1997). All of these have huge industrial interests and 
powerfull  political lobbies behind them that invest in and re-create the hardware and ihe practices that go 
withh them. 
600 Emailing, live chat, website design and internet-mediated activism and political organising, online 
identityy formations and 'gender-bending', virtual reality simulations, games and fantasy communities. 
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1996)) but which is increasingly called 'cyberspace' (Jordan 1999, Negroponte 1995, Kelly 
1994).. 'Being online' in more recent popular  parlance designates inter/subjective interactions in 
thesee (cyber) spaces - and places 6I. This study wil l be opting for  cyberspace for  these more 
generall  applications and/or  online for  particular  interactions. These two notions merge as does 
theirr  arguable ontological specificity vis-a-vis being 'offline' in "real'  reality or  spaces. Hence the 
usee of parentheses where apposite. These two terms acknowledge both the material and 
symbolicc dimensions to computer-mediated communications as well as their  spatiality. The 
specificc quality of internet-based digital communications ("cyber1) are also allowed but without 
positingg an a priori  hierarchy of'reality '  over  Virtuality '  (see Jordan 1999: 1,20 passim). Lik e 
photography,, cinema, television have done in their  turn, this emergent (cyber)spatial domain 
andd online interactions has an effect on "th e mode of human sense perception"  (Benjamin 
1993:216)) mat "acts to jol t the viewer  out of unreflexive apprehension"  (Lacey 2000:283) of 
theirr  taken-for-granted surroundings. How 'cyberspace' in broad terms is conceptualised, 
encountered,, traversed and reproduced materially and symbolically, is also impacted upon by 
thesee 'jolts '  and subsequent adjustments (see McLuhan &  Powers 1989). Lest we forget, all 
communicationn is mtersubjective in mat it bespeaks and mediates social relations (William s 
1977).. Internet/www mediated communications are no exception. 

Muchh ink has been spilt on the sociocultural and political economic implications of this 
burgeoningg Virtua l reality*  and its accompanying time-space compression' (Virili o 1984, 
Harveyy 1990). These misgivings are exacerbated by thee relative instantaneity and out-of-body 
experiencess facilitated by online interactions. The disembodied, immediate and multipl y 
identifiabl ee dimensions of online interactions to date are seen as qualitatively different from 
telephonic,, televisual and radioed interactions especially given the Broadcasting model of the 
lastt  two. And all heretofore social relations, political identities, economic relations irrevocably 
affected.. Much of the earlier  'fear  and loathing' literatur e on the internet/www has toned down 
off  late though as scholars and commentators become more computer  literate, inured to the 
presencee of PCs and laptops in their  homes, more dependent on them at work and for  research 
andd familiar  with their  children's dexterity with these artefacts, and their  embedding in school 
andd university curricula . In short, public concern, in Europe at least, has shifted from the advent 
off  the internet/www per  se to issues of in/appropriat e content on the www, civil liberties and 
privacyy issues vis-a-vis regulation and censorship of online material, the socio-economic issues 
off  uneven access, equipment resources, and skill bases. 

Thee effect of daily habit on any 'mode of sense perception*  notwithstanding, analysis 
andd research into the internet/www from a socially constructivist sensibility need not preclude 
beingg critical of neoliberal economic restructurin g and its respective political economic 
strategiess and programmes. ICTs and Capital are not one and the same thing. When looking for 
wheree political agency is located, both general and specific power  relations (here taken to mean 
gender-powergender-power relations) need to be taken into account. To put it another  way; to be critical of 
thee way the internet/www is being (reconstructed for  and by global capital at present, of how 
ICT ss are being enlisted into neoliberal programmes of commodification and de-democratisation 
doess not imply that they be defined by nor  confined to these strategies. Likewise for  the 
converse;;  to posit that ICTs are constituted by a myriad of inter/subjective practices and are 
therebyy contestable in mat they comprise multifarious ,, malleable sites for  resistance for  ordinary 
menn and women, for  the dispossessed and excluded does not mean buying into the neoliberal 
commerciall  dream ofglobalcapital.com*. This is the first  argument being made in this chapter. 

Thee second argument being made in this chapter  is that along with the emergence of this 
domainn of daily online-ness and interactions, conventional conceptual tools, research models 
andd theoretical premises are under  strain in what can be called the 'age of digital reproduction', 
too borrow from Walter  Benjamin (1992). At the same time, technical knowledge and expertise, 
R& DD trajectories and political leaderships articulate and come under  pressure from commercial 
strategiess and economic ideologies too, as the aforementioned advertisements articulate. 
Meanwhile,, everyday (non-commercial communicative) uses of ICTs do not simply reflect the 

611 There are tangible places on the web even from a 'hardcore' materialist standpoint These are furnished 
byy the nuts and bolts of the infrastructures underpinning thee internet/www. Besides, clicking onto a 
websitee is tantamount to 'going somewhere' in the broadest sense of the term place (see Harvey 1993). 
Thee Pacific Island sites actively conjure up offline places as well - a cafe or  a Tcava circle' for  instance. 
Myy thanks to Salty Wyatt for  making this point 
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concernss or priorities of capitalist accumulation, are not mere tools for neoliberal political 
economicc agendas, are not simply mouthpieces for political parties' spin-doctors or such like. 
Alll  manner of grassroots level accessing, cultural production and levels of organising a are 
happeningg everyday all over the internet/www (Rupert 2000, Harcourt 1999) along with global 
flowsflows of finance and daily trading in stocks and shares (Deibert 1999, Sassen 1995). These 
multiplex,, less media-dramatic, even 'trivial' interactions are cumulative and important to 
understandingg how lop-sided predominant representations of the (future) internet/www are. 
Moreover,, they indicate how much is at stake in the projected commercialisation of cyberspace. 

Too get to the bottom of this claim, a number of persistent dichotomies, or Black Boxes, 
whichh pervade the IR/EPE literature on these issues will be examined in light of the peculiar 

ll  circumstances' of the internet/www, and the knowledge (reproduction that 
purportedlyy elucidates the impacts and implications of ICTs for new(er) world orders. The 
reasonn for unpacking these Black Boxes is that, along with the notion of representation, a fuller 
conceptualisationn of practice needs to be integrated into theory and research into new(er) ICTs. 
Onlyy then can the aforementioned technological determinism be seen for what it is; a complex 
off  sociocultural, political and economic processes (of production, content and consumption) and 
concomitantt gender-power relations. This is what Talalay, Farrands & Tooze (1997: 3 passim) 
aree trying to get at when they argue for an "endogenous" conception of technology that accounts 
forr both the artefacts themselves and the political economic forces involved in their making. 
Thiss is no less true for die internet/www when it is being used and experienced as a 
communicativee medium and conversely appropriated as a purely commercial one. As Walter 
Benjaminn noted on observing the advent of photographic reproduction techniques, film and 
phonograph,, established modes of representing and Toiowing' the world along with the "mode of 
humann sense perception" also undergo changes. That these same techniques are now largely 
digitalised,, computer-dependent that is, and being up/downloaded onto the internet/www with 
orr without the permission of their commercial masters should not escape our notice either. 

Backk to the "historical circumstances" (Benjamin 1993:216) for a moment. The way a 
privilegedd minority of the planet's population speaks, listens, and more importantly now thinks 
andd writes, is being increasingly framed by the communicative parameters of new(er) ICTs . 
Slowly,, but surely, these inter/subjective changes, as small and large increments are affecting 
whatt scholars study - or what they say they are studying M. Academic practices of knowledge 
production,, 'ordinary*  communicative practices and broader 'structural*  change also occur 
incrementally,, at the everyday level. Therein lies the minutiae of their respective gender-power 
relationss and also agency in the practical sense of the term65. Nevertheless there is still a certain 
degreee of denial in the academe of the inroads being made by the interactive scope and enabling 
aspectss of emailing, internet-based document searches on everyday academic habits and 
communicativee practices. For political establishments everywhere there is an ever stronger 
allergicc reaction to the potentially new forms of bottom-up democratic expression and/or 
consultationn potentially enabled by the internet/www (Dai 2000, Wilhelm 2000, Hague & 
Loaderr 1999) especially when it bucks the political status quo (an example of which will be 
shownn in Chapter Six). Challenges to scholarly canons, scientific establishments and eurocentric 
understandingss of inter/subjectivity are also presented by everyday-life-online, internet-based 

622 Grassroots can be a highly relative relationship. Here it means that such users are not part of the 
processess of decision-making that affect ICTs at large. 

Overr the past decade or so, an array of terms have been employed; telematics, new communications 
technologiess (NCTs), computer telephone integration (CTI), Computer Mediated Communication (CMC), 
Neww Media, the Net or the Web. I use ICTs, the internet/www, cyberspace at different times in order to 
distinguishh on the one hand, between the hardware-software components of enabling (transmission) 
networkss and architectures, and on the other, between the more sociocultural *phenomena' enabled by 
thesee systems and lastly to indicate the power of new(er) metaphors for designating the shifts in 'sense 
perception'.. A constructivist view of technology does not preclude distinctions between me structural 
politicall  and economic gender-power relations at stake here and their interlocking artefacts, practices and 
sociall  forms. 
644 As the last chapter shows, 'global' replacing the 'international', and the material, 'real', world being 
challengedd by or interpolated with that of'cyberspace' (Jordan 1999, Castells 1998, Turkle 1996) 
655 Namely the ability and opportunity to bring about, instigate challenges to the accepted order, various 
degreess of motivation, mobilisation and organisation notwithstanding. 
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researchh and software tools that splice through reading and writing conventions. The knee-jerk 
reactionss can be quite intense. In the Critical Theory tradition broadly speaking (Leonard 1990, 
Burchilll  1996, Devetak 1996), such reactions derive from Cartesian epistemological and 
ontologicall  frameworks and understandings of inter/subjectivity in western societies that are 
increasinglyy premised on new(er) ICTs. On the other hand, postcolonial approaches have fewer 
problemss with these developments. First, because the way everyday online interactions are 
traversingg eurocentric, Cartesian separations - like mind and body, subject and object, individual 
andd community, geocentric locations for identity formation and community - confirm the 
existencee of other forms of sense-making by people of the world around them. Second, because 
anyy postcolonial approach and the specific personal and group experiences that relate to having 
beenn colonised (Ling 2001a, Moore-Gilbert et al 1997) begin with a strong critique of the 
politicall  and economic models that have accompanied colonists and the sociocultural 
assumptionss they imposed on others. Both these points impinge on how to analyse the 
internet/wwww and postcolonial diasporas together, rather than as an 'either/or*. 

Basicc Contentions 

Severall  contentions regarding the normative dimension of this research, which have 
beenn alluded to already, need to be spelt out more clearly. Theory and research that seeks to be 
criticall  and tiiereby offer transformative and empowering alternatives to current gender-power 
relationss also needs to see ICTs as socially embedded and thereby historically constructed 
constellationss of technologies that bring with mem multifarious sociocultural and political 
economicc 'payloads'. They cannot be ignored in frameworks that focus on how meanings are 
beingg symbolically and materially exchanged in the contemporary international/global political 
economyy (Murphy & de Ferro 1995, Jensen 1995). How ICTs are (represented and 
(con)structured,, who they (re)present, and -what they do - or should mean - constitute the 
politicall  economic and sociocultural terrain of everyday life in the 21st century. 

Followingg on from the last chapter, the first contention is that, despite the need to take 
muchh of the hype surrounding the 'new1 'global' order with a grain of salt , there is indeed a 
neww 'domain' emerging from new(er) ICTs, both as infrastructures and everyday communicative 
practices.. This domain encompasses institutional and commercial interests as well as 
ideologicall  and disciplinary boundaries - both old and new. This domain entails a dense 
complexx of inter/intracultural gender-power relations and inter/subjectivities, as Chapters Five -
Eightt will show. By domain, I am designating cognitive, experiential and material spaces, 
practicess and discourses. These are, in turn, delimited by several larger forces. First, specific 
technologicall  and commercial mergings and mergers (see Chapter One) and the history of 
corporatee restructuring and state deregulation-liberalisation and privatisation of key service and 
utilityy sectors that have preceded and paralleled the growth of the internet. Second are the 
different,, translocal geographical dimensions of this domain vis-a-vis the Free Trade agendas of 
intergovernmentall  organisations like the IMF, the World Bank and free-trade agreements such 
ass NAFTA, Mercusor, and APEC. The point about this domain is that (cyber)space and it 
multifariouss non-commercial places are peopled by ordinary practitioners everyday . Neither 
iss it yet fully commercialised or fully standardised. These dimensions are working and 
unfoldingg in the midst of grandiose schemes for the internet/www, such as the GII-GIS (see 
Chapterr Nine), Microsoft's continued market dominance and the linking of all of this to the 
bravee new world of the neoliberal dream. These everyday and grassroots interactions continue 
inn the midst of the goldrush fever to 'dotcom' riches. Despite the power and reach of strategic 
economicc restructuring and commercialisation processes mere are active anti-hegemonic forms 

466 For instance, as Robert Samuelson, printed as "Bill  Gates is God noch Edison" (de Volkskrant 
5/09/97:9),, points out, "buying a plane ticket through the Internet rather than by telephone may well be a 
change,, but a revolution it is not" (my translation). This kind of swinging between outright pessimism or 
intensee optimism is reflected in conferences, recent publications, and much popular media coverage of 
internet-relatedd developments - the "bull market1 for dotcom shares in 2000-2001 being a case in point 
677 Here this can mean dairy in the literal sense of the term or regularly enough so mat the artefact and the 
practicess and rituals surrounding it become a part of a daily-weekly rhythm (see Silverstone & Haddon 
1996).. The online discussions that inform this analysis also reveal regular and intense reactions mat are 
regular,, daily for some and certainly recurring (Rogers 1999). 
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off  articulation (desirable and undesirable), inter/subjective contact, spontaneous political 
expression,, grassroots action and counter-action (see Jordan 1999, Haraway 1997, Deibert 
2000).. Hence this domain encompasses material and symbolic articulations of new(er) forms of 
inter/subjectivityy that have empowerment potential. Their foothold is tenuous given the political 
andd economic g-forces of commercialisation, increased business efficiency and top-down 
regulatoryy controls pressing in on these new(er) multidimensional communicative practices of 
everydayy life now occurring online. As Cees Hamelink notes, the broader historical political 
economicc framework in which these aspects to the internet/www are being plugged into is one 
inn which 

thee structural conditions that shape the international market [is one] in which mass 
communicationn has become a large-scale commercial activity, Essential dimensions of 
thesee structural conditions are the processes of consolidation and commercialisation 
(Hamelinkk 1995:7) 

Thee second contention returns to how IR/IPE analyses broader processes of change as 
globalisationn and/or global restructuring (Marchand & Runyan 2000, Scholte 2000, Waters 
1995).. Since the mid 1980's at least, the IR/IPE literature reveals a huge range of uses and 
applicationss of either of these two terms. After having been used to characterise the 
internationalisationn of trade flows, new 'post-Fordisf modes and relations of production, 
transnationall  financial transactions, US cultural dominance, its empirical veracity or historical 
noveltyy queried (Gordon 1988, Amin 1996, Stubbs & Underbill 1999) the term 'globalisation' 
hass become entrenched as a signifier for contemporary change. It has also become a key term 
forr rationalising (and critiquing) Structural Adjustment programs propounded by the World 
Bank,, IMF and the WTO. The interaction between technological, systemic, and sociocultural 
changess and the related shifts in trans/international gender-power relations that these entail, are 
containedd in the term. Since the mid-1990's ICTs have been given an implicitly pivotal role in 
alll  these changes M. But the complex interactions to be found online, their offline intersections, 
historical,, ethnic-racial and gendered particulars do not fit neatly into one unitary explanatory 
term. . 

Too deal with this, the notion of Global-Speak, as argued in the previous chapter, is a 
handyy way of remembering the constitutive role of language in the gender-power relations of 
ICTss and their representations in particular. I have already shown how this is all too well 
understoodd by the advertising industry w. To speak of language, discourse (see Youngs 1996), 
narrativess (Ling 2000), textual practices (de Certeau 1980) from within critiques of 
'globalisation'' is not to advocate a collapsing of material political and economic processes and 
multiplexx gender-power relations into abstracted, linguistic codes. These too are socially 
embeddedd and thereby are bearers of material political economies (see Peterson 1998, Hall 
1996a).. When investigating ICTs it is important to understand the intricate interplay between 
certainn forms and transmissions of knowledge (hardware and software), the design decisions 
involvedd and, moreover, the everyday production of texts, images and interactions that make 
thesee come alive, give these their materiality in short. Global-Speak articulates, locates one link 
betweenn "capitalism and its accompanying messages" (Murphy & de Ferro 1995:63-64, Ling 
2000a)) and permits this to be addressed in ways that reach beyond long-standing theoretical 
schismss between mind and body, thought and action, subject and object. Thus to talk (sic) of 
Global-Speakk does not necessarily privilege the discursive dimensions of these changes over 
andd above the nuts and bolts of corporate restructuring, stock market crashes, financial crises 
(seee Ling 2001b), increasing divides between the very (information) rich and very (information) 
poor,, and so on. The term Global-Speak intersects with these dynamics and events by 
illuminatingg how meanings are being produced, circulated and transmitted inseparably - but not 
necessarilyy logically - from contemporary changes in modes and relations of production 
(Bernardd 1999). 

688 The huge influence of the Castells Trilogy on the Information Age in IR/IPE may have had a part to 
playy in this. 
fofo whose ease of expression in this respect exemplify ".. the power relations implicit in language as part 
off  languages' status as an "event," and "object which men produce, manipulate, use, transform, exchange, 
combine,, decompose and recompose, and possibly destroy"" (Foucauh, quoted in Leonard 1990:67). 
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Givenn the capitalist accumulative dynamic that makes use of ICTs and works hard to 
appropriatee the new(er) social spaces, syntaxes and lexicon that goes along with them, this 
secondd contention recognises that words, images and their to-be-accepted meanings do matter. 
Again,, this is an integral aspect to any politics of representation and particularly so for the 
visuall  and textual dimensions of the internet/www. Language, imaging and online textual 
(co)productionn articulate more than the over-determined nature of cultural reproduction, are not 
justt productions of capitalist conspiracy on their own (Comor 1994, Golding 1998). As the rest 
off  this chapter will be arguing and the online research will substantiate, users of technology and 
thee internet/www in particular are both producers and audience, co-creators albeit under 
asymmetricall  gender-power relations. The resultant content (online archives) that emerge 
(re)articulatee and (re)construct this nascent domain. These new sociocultural artefacts, 
communicativee techniques, rituals and practices - especially the gendered and cultural specifics 
off  these - can throw new light on theory, research, and hopefully politics 70. The online 
discussionss examined in Chapters Five - Eight (re)articulate these issues all too clearly. Not just 
becausee of who is producing them but also where and how they are being produced. 

Thee next contention briefly returns to the ambivalence in critical Social Science about 
thee nature and role of technologies in processes of major political economic and/or sociocultural 
changee 7I. In the Critical/Marxist traditions of the Social Sciences, this is I would argue, partly 
duee to a well-developed critique of the historical link between industrial-military complexes, 
majorr technological changes and rise of mass consumerism in the early 20th century. These 
argumentss are too complex to be covered in this discussion. Be that as it may, a blind-spot (or 
perhapss an allergy) to this latest generation of ICTs has emerged. The upshot is a relatively slow 
uptakee to come to terms with the 

extentt and importance of rearrangements in worldwide social relations tied to science 
andd technology [and the concomitant] fundamental changes in the nature of class, race, 
andd gender in an emerging system of world order. (Haraway 1990:203) 

Forr if the 
movementt from an organic, industrial society to a polymorphous, information system... 
fromfrom the comfortable old hierarchical dominations to the scary new networks ... called 
thee informatics of domination (Haraway 1990:203) 

iss socially and historically embedded, then it can thereby be problematised and contested as 
well.. The technologically determinist frameworks mat still hold sway in both Utopian and 
Dystopiann accounts (Harding 2001) do not fully engage with how technology " also informs our 
epistemology""  (Palan 1996:14). Palan puts this tension very well when noting "information 
technologiess are producing not only wonderful high-value-added products, they also confuse 
ourr deepest ontological and epistemological beliefs' (Palan 1996:21) 7 . 

Whichh leads me to the last contention. Critical theory and research needs to keep 
workingg on ICTs in their multifarious material and symbolic manifestations, sociocultural 
race/ethnic,, gender and class specificities. The specific information and communication 
technologiess under examination here are both historically specific and cumulative. They reveal 
andd designate new sites and expressions of gender-power relations. For these reasons IR/IPE 
hass to move both further into ' conceptualisations and philosophies of technology 
(Woolgarr et al 2000, Haraway 1990/1997). It needs to recognise and investigate how 

values,, preferences and language structure historically embedded into the word 

700 This echoes Nancy Fraser, when critiquing Habennas, in her desire to join in his "contribution to the 
developmentt of a more satisfactory way of linking structural (in the sense of objectivating) and 
interpretativee approaches to the study of societies..." (1987: note 34). 
711 Apart from Harvey (1990), Talalay et al (1997) are on of the few, non-feminist books dealing with how 
technologyy is construed in IR/IPE. See Miner & Rowbotham (1995), Haraway (1997), Harcourt (1999) 
forr feminist takes on new(er) ICTs. 
722 The technological determinism conundrum remains, however, as a "third industrial revolution is 
coincidingg with post-structuralism, deconstruction and post-modernity syndromes" (ibid). Many of 
today'ss metaphors, 'signs' (Palan 1996:21) and analogies are coming from me internet/www lexicon. 
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'technology'' are of fundamental importance. It is therefore not appropriate to seek a 
universall  definition, as any such definition would be arbitrary. We should rather 
identifyy the broad contours of meaning and practice within specific and concrete 
historicall  structures. (Talalay, Farrands and Tooze 1996:6). 

Ass I have already argued, technologies are comprised of inter/subjective meanings and 
practices.. In this sense they are 'endogenous' to processes and analyses of broad/global change 
ratherr than "simply an exogenous dynamic for change" ((Talalay et al 1996:7). Any technology 
-- whether artefact, knowledge production, infrastructure - is thereby permeated, constituted by 
sociall  relations that have gender, ethnic, class permutations. Such a conception allows for a 
moree effective response to the sociocultural and political import of new(er) ICTs that goes 
beyondd lamenting their (presumed) causal connection to the dearth of patriarchal family 
structuress for instance (Castells 1998, Dufour 2001) or new(er) forms of'low* art and culture 
(Harveyy 1990, Hall 1996b). Given the powerful images and metaphors being used in the 
marketingg of communication as a global product (see Chapter One), the political and economic 
stakess are being raised continually with the deeper installation of the internet/www and related 
architecturess at the heart of contemporary industrialised societies. Critical theory and research, 
off  all persuasions " , cannot afford to leave it to vested business and ideological interests to set 
thee Global-Speak rules. These material and symbolic aspects to the domain being by 
internet/wwww technology are thereby not contingent to but deeply imbued with politics. 

Conceptuall  Black Boxes 

Thee upshot of the above is an ongoing and uneasy intellectual and emotional 
ambivalencee from within the critical frameworks of western knowledge (reproduction towards 
thee internet/www. Living and working in societies and institutions that are increasingly 
premisedd on new(er) ICTs do mean that familiar modes of sense perception and social 
relationships,, in the west at least, are being jolted by new(er) forms of communication 
facilitatedd by these technologies74. Let us begin by examining the current repertoire of 
conceptuall  tools and assumptions used to comprehend, or critique the political economic and 
socioculturall  import of new(er) ICTs, and the internet/www in particular. What dots this 
epistemologicall  and ontological landscape, in IR/IPE at least but arguably also in the larger 
Sociall  Sciences, are a number of "black boxes'7S. These comprise the core lexicon of the 
discipline;; nation-state, civil society, democracy, the firm, private and/or public spheres, 
progress.. These articulate explanatory and historical frameworks of cause-and-effect, 
evolutionaryy development (Rist 1997), modernity and civilisation (see Cox 1999, Harvey 1990), 
rationall  individualism (see Kegley & Wittkopf 1996, Kauppi & Viotti 1993, Peterson & Runyan 
1999),, geo-strategic inter/subjectivity (Wendt 1995). In aviation, the Black Box is the flight 
recorderr and a crucial piece of evidence for reconstructing the causes of any accident, events 
leadingg up to it. Retrieving the flight recorder is the main task for investigators and the idea is 
thatt on 'opening' it, all that is still unclear will be elucidated. But there is another sort of *black 
box',, that of the Pandora legend. Opening this sort of Tandora's Box' does not so much elucidate 
ass it creates chaos and anxiety. According to the legend, locked away in such a box are all 
mannerr of repressed and undesirable emotions and behaviours. Opening it releases these and 
therebyy disrupts the order of the present. 

II  would argue that the Black Boxes of IR/IPE operate in both these ways. They are 

733 This is all the more so if the 'goals, logical and cognitive structure, and addressee(s)' (Leonard 1990:36) 
attributedd to theory mat is critical are not to remain for critical ears and eyes only. 
744 Here, I am taking the 'cyber-punks', hacker communities, virtual communities and MUDS and MOOS 
off  the early years of the internet as legitimate counter-examples, their North American demographics 
included.. See Jordan (1999) for a fuller historical and sociological analysis, and Harasim (1994) for a 
goodd collection of these celebratory standpoints. It is both the uncritical triumphalism of some of the 
formerr and the fatalistic pessimism and angst of more Dystopian views (McChesney et al 1998, Wilhelm 
2000,, Harvey 1990) mat concerns this critique. 
755 R B J Walker (1995) talks about 'container terms'. Callon and Latour also define a black box as 
somethingg that "contains that which no longer needs to be reconsidered, those things whose contents have 
becomee a matter of indifference" (Callon & Latour 1981:285). 
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supposedlyy explanations in themselves - heuristic devices turned into reified ones (Walker  1995, 
Ashleyy 1995). By virtu e of their  longevity relative to the internet/www, the specificities of the 
latterr  are being squeezed into these conceptual straitjackets (see Haraway 1990,1997). The 
upshott  is that all manner  of sociocultural and political economic potential is ignored or  reduced 
too prevailing frameworks 76. Any 'reflexive' critical theory (see Leonard 1990, Peterson 1996, 
Devetakk 1996) would not presume such a functionalist relationship between any technological 
artefact/event/process,, its apparent effects or  political import and the way in which these are 
understood,, critiqued or  supported. The trouble is, when it comes to debates about ICTs and 
changess to world order, these familiar  old presumptions get dusted off and rehearsed rather  than 
examinedd more closely in the light of being online (see Graham 1999, Woolgar  2000) " . 
Thee way the internet/www has been developing over  the last ten years, at least, belies the 
efficacyy of the IR/IPE lexicon and conceptual syntax. Added to mat is the bulwark of the 
discipline'ss continued discomfort with all critiques of the same (Der  Derian et al 1995, Peterson 
&&  Runyan 1999, Devetak 1996, Palan 2000). When it comes to examining non-western uses and 
practicess of the internet/www, there are still Black Boxes that need opening in any case (see 
Lin gg 2001, Chowdhry &  Nair  forthcoming, Harding 2001). Having pegged out the territory , and 
acceptingg that ambivalence is not always that easily done away with by a recourse to 'reason', 
thee following section opens the most relevant Black Boxes for  this study. It does so by 
presentingg them as a number  of blunt formulations about the impact of ICTs in general and their 
relationshipp to the 'developing world' in particular  n. 

BoxBox 1: The Internet is a tool of Global Capital 

Thiss statement is still quite prevalent amongst critiques of neoliberal economic 
restructurin gg who assume the internet/www to be tool, if not a function of global capital 
(McChesneyy et al 1998). More precise inquiries into whether, where and how the internet/www 
createss and facilitates new opportunities for  the disenfranchised on the one hand, or  deepens 
establishedd social, economic divisions on the other, tend to suffer  in the process. Whatever  the 
ontologicall  / epistemological veracity of cyberspace, the feasibility or  desirability of "Digita l 
Democracy",, one thing can be stipulated. Namely, there are theoretical and political 
implicationss in accepting that there are indeed substantive new(er) inter/subjectivities, spaces 
andd practices occurring through and by the internet/www. These include the framing of the 
internet/wwww as a new, large-scale resource, object of research per  se, or  as agent of 
socioculturall  and political economic changes. The political economic implications are how - and 
whatt  - forms of political representation and/or  economic well-being are (to be) pursued, 
encouragedd or  discouraged. An acknowledgement of these issues as substantive and pressing 
meanss accepting that both theory and research are being (re)structured and (re)framed by ICTs. 

Liftin gg the lid of mis Black Box, in which ICTs and Capitalism are conflated 
(Hirschkopp 1998, McChesney 1998, Dufour  2001), shows how grassroots, informal and 
everydayy uses interactions online are effectively reduced to functions of structural power. Those 
whoo are the practitioners, the users and interlocutors become mere passive onlookers to the 
powerr  struggles of greater  forces. Agency, change and protest are written out of the equation. 
Apocalypticc forecasts about the effect ICTs wil l have on political organisation and subjectivity 
(viz(viz State Identity ) coming out of critical IR/IPE overlook two methodological premises of any 
criticall  research approach; that the "construction must always bring the concept to bear  on the 
materiall  and reshape it in contact with the latter"  (Adorno 1976:69, my emphasis) and 
(self)reflexivityy (Leonard 1990, Devetak 1996). The critiqu e of capitalist accumulation 
notwithstandingg (Harvey 1990, Golding 1998), investigating online social formations and/or 
theirr  relationship interaction with the conventionally understood 'material '  world does require 
relativelyy new heuristic frameworks, terminology, methods. Rather  than posit the (cyber)spatial 
interactionss and communities as just more dubious aesthetics or  non-political manifestations 

766 This is not unlike the point often made about thee trenchant way in which Realist paradigms in IR/IPE 
resistt  alternative frameworks for  practical action in-me-world. 
777 See Castells on identity, culture and agent-structure relationships; Everard (2000) on the nation-state, 
Stubbss &  Underbill (1999) on ICTs and state-market relations; Talalay et al (1997)on westera 
industrialisedd technologies, and thee list goes on. 
nn These statements have been par  for  the course during this research. 
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(seee Harvey 1989, McGovern 2000). it would be more productive to look more closely at what 
iss really being said, produced and carried out online. The aforementioned domain at stake here 
demandss a more adventurous approach. It is no longer methodologically possible when studying 
anyy aspect of contemporary ICTs to keep positing a conception of 'reality*  that is to be kept 
strictlyy apart from "imagination and myth" (Palan 1996:21). Moreover, it is politically untenable 
inn that it would mean allowing neoliberal Global-Speak and their political allies keep the edge 
theyy already have on analysing, selling, and thereby controlling key representations of 'the' 
future. . 

Byy adventurous, I am also referring to the potential conceptual frameworks and 
terminologyy that can be employed. Just as WIPE Third Debate' theorists have done for 
establishedd objects of study in the discipline, a "new grammar'19, or lexicon, needs developing 
forr studying online scenarios. In this sense, applying and using some of the vocabulary, the 
metaphors,, and the imagery of ICTs, the internet, cyberspace and so forth (Kleinsteuber 1996), 
inn an informed and self-reflexive way (rather than by default which is often the case at present) 
cann be a political act; to engage in theorising that can not only respond to but also recreate 
discourses,, and so bring "tensions ... to a head in a fruitful manner" (Adorno 1976:70). It also 
requiress a creative use of new concepts *° together with established heuristic models to permit 
moree socioculturally sensitive and inclusive understandings of inter/subjectivity in 
internet/wwww environments - online/offline. These have an impact on lived lives, consciousness 
andd behaviours. The need to work at and incorporate this burgeoning syntax is even more 
pressingg given the changes being wrought by ICTs in the home, the workplace and the academy. 

BoxBox 2: Online Communicative Practices are Anti-Social 

Thiss is still a prevalent take on the perceived quality of internet-based communication. 
Beingg online creates hermetic interactions (Dyrkton 1996) and even personality disorders, , 
sociallyy inept and disinterested young people. Reading and writing skills are seen to be 
compromisedd (which is odd seeing as much internet-based communicating is still mainly text-
basedd and so presupposes literacy), ability to concentrate affected (again odd, given the very 
intensityy of concentration evidenced in computer work) and so on. Arguments such as these 
weree raised with the advent of television and further back, of'moving pictures' (see Lacey 
2000).. Although research is producing clear counter-evidence of late (Miller & Dunn 2000), the 
continuingg polarised stances taken around the good or bad social impacts of online 
communicationn beg an important question. Are computer-mediated interactions qualitatively 
differentt to other generations of technologically mediated communication (Thompson 1995)? . 
Iff  internet-based communicative practices are normally characterised by their dis-embodied 
naturee (see Kolko et al 2000, Turkle 1996), light-speed of transmission and high-volume 
capabilitiess over all manner of distances then what are the ramifications of this for "traditional' 
formss of communication and inter/subjectivity? 

Howw this question is addressed is bound up with normative assumptions and 
assessmentss about what is/is not 'good' communication, standards of reading, writing, speech 
andd so on. These in turn have ethnic, gendered and class permutations (see Turkle 1996, Hall 
1996b).. The interactions permitted and blossoming on the internet/www confront these sorts of 
latentt hierarchies about 'good breeding1, education and the right-to-speak head-on. Non-western 
communitiess in the internet/www are no exceptions here as their own establishments - online 
andd offline - respond to perceived challenges to communicative rituals and hierarchies (Morton 
1996:: 7 passim, 1998). 

Withoutt pre-empting the substantive analysis of online communications of Part Three, a 
feww more points bear making. First, revealing a 'true' nature of communication - online or 
otherwisee - is not the aim of this study. Suffice it to say that communication is the 

meanss by which people create their identity. It underlies our sense of community, our 

799 comment made by Wolfgang Fritz Haug at the Amsterdam Seminar for European Left Alternatives to 
Neo-Liberalism,, University of Amsterdam, February, 1997 
800 For example, those of the matrix, the interface, the cyborg, and so on. 
811 All communication is mediated in some way or other. See Williams (1977) and Thompson (1995). 
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sensee of belonging and our sense of difference. As patterns of communications change, 
soo do communities with which we identify (Buckley 2000:180-181) 

Inn social lives, communication tout court does not work in a monistic sense, it is not a tangible 
thing'' to be tabulated and catalogued (see Williams 1977). That is unless it is construed as such 
forr a specific purpose such as Advertising and Marketing. Rather, what is being examined are 
somee of the communicative practices, content and relationships that are emerging as the result 
off  the new(er) forms and articulations of inter/subjectivity permitted by the internet/www (see 
Mitraa & Cohen 1999).This has held true for other generations of communications technologies 
ass well (Buckley 2000, Woolgar 2000). 

Second,, all communicative forms and rituals, artefacts and sundry practices emerge and 
becomee established through use, enactment and repetition. How they emerge and for whom is a 
questionn of respective gender-power relations. For this reason alone, a sensitivity towards the 
psychodynamic,, symbolic levels at work when communicative conventions, media and 
productionn undergo change is required. Likewise for the multidimensional gendered, ethnic-
raciall  and class permutations. This is even more so when internet-based communication is 
equatedd with business objectives. The multifarious meanings and practices that constitute 
'communication'' within and between cultures, societies, polities are being merged - consciously 
andd deliberately - with commodified information exchange and its underlying profit-maximising 
ethos.. This representation of the internet/www as a capitalist prerogative and mouthpiece, 
however,, is indeed hostile to a host of (online and offline) communicative practices and 
inter/subjectivitiess mat do not conform to this sort of ethos. 

Manyy critical frameworks do tend to take this Black Box as a foregone conclusion 
(McChesneyy et al 1998, Castells 1998, Wilhelm 2000). As I have argued this is due to a shying 
awayy fromm researching inter/subjective meaning-making - ideas and emotions - as part of 
politicall  economic relations (see Murphy & de Ferro 1995). But there is another, more political 
issuee at stake. After having resisted (more or less) the post-structural 'linguistic turn' in theory 
andd political challenges to the transcendent political integrity of the he-subject «critical 
approachess are now confronted with a new (cyber)world of disembodied, (multilateral and 
instantaneouss forms of interaction and political organisation (Deibert 2000, Rodgers 2001, 
Harcourtt et al 1999). A large part of the consternation and suspicion being expressed in Social 
Sciencee scholarship about internet-based communications are aimed at grassroots - informal -
formss of solidarity and mobilisation that bypass institutionalised forms of political organisation. 
Thee internet/www is but one way of getting around the establishment. In this sense there is a 
veryy concrete generation gap emerging. In the academy where 'popular culture' is allowed to be 
thee legitimate terrain of Cultural and Media Studies, it is firmly left there by other research 
traditionss (see Der Derian 1995). But the communicative and cross-border efficacies of email 
forr clandestine, overt activism and organisation are bringing the experiential aspects of once 
academicc "post-structuralism, deconstruction and post-modernity syndromes", as Palan 
sardonicallyy notes (1996: 21), more to the fore. The prevalence of ICT-based symbolic worlds 
andd techniques in popular science fiction (Haraway 1990), Art (Cubitt 1998), and music-making 
(Mayy 2000) simply attest to the embedding of the digital into popular - and more reluctantly, 
politicall  - cultures. There are cumulative changes accruing in scholarly communicative 
practicess as well. For instance, witness in academia and government departments the 
pervasivenesss and dependence on emailing, attaching documents, burgeoning use of multimedia 
andd internet hyperlinks in teaching, internet references and online curricula and bibliographies. 
Justt as elsewhere, the internet/www as part of everyday life in institutions of higher learning is 
challenging,, or at least recalibrating communicative and epistemological demarcation lines, 
withinn and between disciplines. 

Nonetheless,, there is still a large degree of epistemological confusion, dialogues of the 
deaf,, polarised rhetoric across well-drawn scholarly and political battle-lines across the modern-
postmodernn divide. Now ICTs as artefacts do not in and of themselves defy the latter, as I have 
alreadyy argued even though they are a site for some new power struggles (Chapter Nine) . A 

822 More precisely, those in which business imperatives are privileged over public access and service. 
Moreover,, the politics of Ihe related universalised protocols - language, behaviour, rituals, and system 
interoperabilityy (equipment mat can 'talk' to each other rather man people talking) revolve around the 
standardisationn imperative. This is where commercial and R&D trajectories are thinly disguised as 
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criticall  investigation of the ethnic, class and gender specificities of the internet/www as a 
communicativee medium is all the more crucial in an era when inter/subjectivity is being 
increasinglyy represented as 'global market' relations. Here, Marxist-inspired theory and research 
needd not shrink from the notion of representation (often relegated to the realm of ideas, 
ideology,, symbolism, the 'not-realityO in the light of the power struggles in and over die 
ownershipp and control of internet/www content, transmission, access. These contending 
"representation[s]]  of space" (Harvey 1995:219) are both constitutive of and reflect the new 
inter/subjectivitiess emerging (Grossberg 1996). In this respect, the gendered, ethnic, class 
aspectss of internet-based communications become unavoidable for any critical perspective that 
wouldd critique the neoliberal global dream. 

BoxBox 3: Technology 

[The]]  array of diverse idiosyncratic reactions to 'technology1 indicates the multiply 
differentt ways in which technology can be experienced, even by die same individual. To 
thee extent that this is a general phenomenon, it suggests that.... our analytic perspective 
shouldd be attuned to the shifting and ambiguous relationships that typify common 
apprehensionss of new technologies. (Woolgar 2000:170) 

II  have been arguing for a materially aware social constructivist understanding of 
technology.. For ER/IPE frameworks perse and research into ICTs especially, this box is one of 
thee hardest to prise, and keep open. To extend those earlier points about how technologies 
articulate,, are constituted by certain kinds of knowledge and gender-power relations,, they 
neverthelesss do have material substance and underpinnings. Artefacts like (mobile) telephones, 
PCs,, palmtops, TVs and so on are material objects in one sense and the architectures, networks 
andd corporations that run and distribute them have material import, physical presence and 
embodyy huge economic investments. These objects embody R&D trajectories, political and 
economicc decisions and long-term investments, changing relationships of ownership and control 
lett alone the gender-power relations and ethnic-class dimensions of their production and use 
(Mitterr & Rowbomam 1995, Harcourt et al 1999, Castells 1997). Nonetheless, when technology 
iss seen as purely objective, disengaged from its social nexus so to speak, the specific gender-
powerr relations that constitute any technological artefact become hidden. The upshot is that 
bothh the technological artefacts and their respective uses, social and historical contexts become 
fungible.. When all these hail from western, industrialised histories, uses and contexts, the one 
versionn of the story can get airplay (see Rist 1997, Esteva 1993, Rowbotham 1995, Harding 
1998b).. The converse also holds; other uses, sociall  and historical contexts are shouted down. 

Althoughh the above scenario is painted rather starkly, the point is to recognise that there 
aree political and economic implications in how technologies like the internet/www are 
construedd and how they come to be articulated in the 'real world' of social relations (Woolgar 
2000),, international/global political economy (Palan 1996, Mattelart 1994). For example, with 
thee advent of ICTs, hardware (material things) and software (forms of elastic and malleable 
knowledge)) are not only inseparable from the operation and constitution of latter-day 
communicationss but have also become integral to contemporary understandings of 
technologicall  progress per se (Quintas 1996). But a social constructivist approach to ICTs also 
needss to bear in mind that hardware and software, knowledge and artefacts are still somewhat 
distinctt from each other, albeit mutually dependent83. With the accompanying glorification of 
ITT expertise, it is not too big a step to handing decision-making over to the experts (see Palan 
1996,, Talalay et al 1996:7, Ross 1995/1997, Silverstone & Mansell 1996). This shift in 
responsibilityy is a political economic process that raises questions about decision-making 

communicationn issues. 
833 This is, in many ways, a question of epistemological demarcation lines, and disputes. However, the 
'hardware'' of ICTs (network systems - switching and transmission, PCs, modems and other 
paraphernalia)) cannot exist without the 'software' (programmes, R&D - design and architecture, IT 
managementt and marketing). Despite corporate restructuring mat purports to separate these two aspects 
forr the commercial imperatives of globalisation, it is software Research and Development mat is costing 
thee money, generating the gold-rush atmosphere whilst many corporate users and public infrastructures 
aree committed to working with what is already considered as already obsolete. 
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power,, the designated worth or  efficacy of R&D trajectories, especially for  other  regions and 
non-elitee groups. 

Havingg said that, exchanging an instrumentalist definition of technology-as-things for  a 
moree interpretativ e and culturall y sensitive one does not automatically solve the problem of how 
too treat new ICTs at the point at which they are still forming (see Woolgar  2000) and not after 
thee fact This underlines the dilemma of how the normative separations between material and 
symbolic,, me real and the virtual , can no longer  be so easily maintained with the emergence of 
thiss new domain. It collides head-on with Enlightenment thought and its scientific progeny 
(Harveyy 1990, Fabian 1983). In the (Critical ) Social Sciences, this is encapsulated by positing 
thee internet/www as a signifier  of'exit modernity'  and 'enter'  post/late-modernity*  (Harvey 1990, 
Thompsonn 1995, Virili o 1984, Castells 1996). Immediately the politics of theoretical 
representationn within the critical traditio n itself (Leonard 1990) return like the dreaded 
repressed;;  a critical materialism has no truck with the new 'digital aesthetics' (Huyssen 1990, 
McGovernn 2000, Harvey 1990). Al l that is digital is suspect and all that occurs online is of a 
lowerr  ontological order. Internet-based inter/subjectivities, or  the abilit y to experiment with the 
mind-bodyy distinction are seen as inherently threatening. When they intersect with non-western 
critiquess of these attributes of western - colonialist - inter/subjectivity , the debate becomes even 
moree muddied. This is where the postcolonial turn and the practice of everyday lif e online 
intersectt  in their  challenges to these rigidities. 

Admittedl yy the above addresses the critical IR/IPE traditio n mainly (see Burchil l & 
Linklate rr  1996). But I would argue that they are still operating in many an academic 
establishment.. When ICTs do get addressed - and they are increasingly - sweeping, thinl y 
substantiatedd statements about their  political and social import are the order  of the day (Wilhelm 
2000,, Castells 1998). Technology still remains a Black Box and the inherent 'anarchy' of the 
internationall  system/order  roll s on with or  without the internet/www. This is politicall y remiss 
forr  an intellectual attitude that sees itself as engaged politically . Meanwhile, the cutting edge of 
ICT ss research, in biotechnology and strategic defence systems, has already largely dispensed 
withh the hierarchical niceties of maintaining a tidy distinction between the material - physical -
realmm of agency and the virtua l - digitalised - realms of possible action . Given the 
embeddednesss of the marketing ethos in late capitalist societies and the coveting of the 
internet/wwww for  furtherin g neoliberal economic and political agendas, a critical politics needs 
too move on from bemoaning the passing of Fordist capital-labour  relationships, pre-Cubist art-
forms,, and the 'comfortable old' theoretical hierarchies of public/private, masculine/ feminine . 
Inn short, theoretical focal points that continue to develop more sophisticated notions of 
'technology''  and less unitary and eurocentric understandings of society, politics and questions 
aroundd culture are needed which address the historical specificities of emerging gender-power 
relationss of online communicative practices . 

Thiss readdressing of technology tout court entails a political stance in a domain where 
thee Science and Technology story is dominated by the Western one of Progress (Harding 2001, 
Rowbothamm 1995). Not only are other  sociocultural practices at stake in the continued 
codificationn of (a certain sort of) English as a technologically mediated lingua franca but so also 

MM  Here the list is long; R&D into artificia l intelligence and robotics, the advent of bionics and 
microelectronicss in surgery and surveillance systems, biotechnology's inroads into cloning and other 
geneticc manipulations, the entertainment and militar y applications of virtual reality - simulation 
programmes,, the very idea of the holographic image and 3D imaging in design processes, die 
developmentt  of new social and cultural spaces framed by communicating through and on the Internet, and 
soo on. In short, thought and physicality (what is presence) - on which the mind/body split is premised is 
noo longer  confined to the biologically delimited 'subjecf - a discomforting thought for  those who are not 
yett  'wired' in (Haraway 1990). 
""  See Haraway (1990). Albeit in the context of theoretical splits over  structuralism vis-a-vis post-
structuralismm in the 1970's, and scepticism about the importance of studying the media for  political 
struggle,, Williamson's point still holds true;". . as the subtlety of capitalism's ideological processes 
increases,, so does the need for  subtlety in our  understanding of mem. We cannot afford to let any tool mat 
mightt  be useful slip through our  hands. This is not being 'eclectic'  but being practical"  (1978:10). 
uu See Mitter  &  Rowbotham (1996), McDowell &  Sharp (1997). In this sense, alternative - non-westem -
understandingss of technology which have fewer  problems with the permeability of the imagined/real 
continuum,, and certainly no problem at all with the fluidity  of the space/time continuum, intersect with 
thee ideologues of the global commercial version of the internet/www. 
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aree other (potential) Research and Development trajectories for ICTs (see Hamelink 1995, 
UNDPP 1999, Mansell 1996). At the same time, the emancipatory possibilities from linguistic 
andd epistemological straitjackets that are proffered by online interactions (Morton 1998, 
Rodgerss 1998) are in the making. Even from the traditional state-centred perspective of 
(neo)realistt IR/IPE paradigms, the role of policy makers and investment decisions in 
infrastructure,, education, affordable and user-friendly access is also a rich opportunity for 
criticall  theorising and action. Another potential area is in terms of changes to the lines drawn 
betweenn the public/private and personal private domains **.  In critical theory, the relevance of 
debates,, especially those brought on by feminist and postmodern critiques of this dualism are 
underr increasing pressure from the inroads already made on the popular imagination by the 
discipless of a certain vision of cyberspace. Hence, a re-examination of how technology and 
technologicall  change is conceptualised has ramifications for developing cogent critiques of the 
wayy in which certain notions of economic growth, development, and democracy are linked to 
respectivee ones of ICTs - and the internet/www especially. In turn, this can have influence on 
howw political and economic alternatives are posited and by whom. 

BoxBox 4: Whose Internet is It anyway? 

Thiss rhetorical question actually begs another one. What has a critical approach to ICTs 
gott to say to those individuals, groups, countries and regions who regard and experience access 
too the internet/www as an opportunity to escape from isolation, exclusion and pre-ordained sex-
genderr roles and/or racialised identities? Addressing these questions boils down to what entails 
contemporaryy critical theory and political praxis (Leonard 1990) in the light of emergent online 
practices.. Low and High Art and Cultural expression can bee found online these days. With the 
plethoraa of personal/group expressions, organising, chatting, gaming and swapping, then any 
criticall  political theory and research needs to offer another set of insights and possibilities to all 
thosee ordinary users who are rejoicing in the new forms of freedom of movement online . At 
thee same time, these new(er) intoxications need challenging and circumspection by a conscious 
prisingg out of how and where these reveal and articulates a complex set of'dominations1 

(Harawayy 1990, Rupert 2000, Woolgar 2000). These are the underbelly of the new 'global 
order""  and are certainly being documented by feminist IR/IPE scholars in particular (Mitter & 
Rowbothamm 1995, Kofman & Youngs 1996, Marchand & Runyan 2000, Ling 2000b). However 
cogentt critiques of neoliberal economic restructuring and ideology may be, it would be a shame 
indeedd if all online interactions were to become a function of the privately-owned neoliberal 
freee trade zone and commercial ethos. 

Thiss is easier said than done. In the gender-power relations implicit in the construction 
off  future notion(s) of world order, contemporary IR/IPE theory has to grapple with the tension 
outlinedd at the outset of this section and do so in a more self-conscious fashion than hitherto. 
First,, critical approaches, premised as they are, on privileging reflexivity and the power 
relationss of knowledge construction, the political role of immanent critique (Leonard 1990) 
needd to look deeper into how tiiese Black Boxes operate. What is at stake are some of the more 
sacredd assumptions about whose subjectivity, whose meaning and institutions of the 'political' 
andd whose empowerment are undergoing a sea-change - or not. Secondly, treating technology 
ass an endogenous, a historical and contextual element of the inter/national (viz: global) both 
theoryy and research needs a greater sense of multidimensionality, cultural and historical nuance 
andd reciprocity (Ling 2001a). The upshot is that ICTs need to be treated as integral to the 
contemporaryy international scene albeit not unproblematically. Looking at the issues this way, 
thee new domain being delineated by ICTs and their everyday uses, postcolonial appropriations 
thereoff  in particular, can provide new springboards for research, more focused and trenchant 
targetss for critique, and new ways for theorising and a coherent, accessible politics. 

877 A key point of entry for postcolonial critiques as well (Peterson & Runyan 1999:172 passim) 
nn Here, again, is another point from which a critical theory and research programme could depart; the 
allegedd openness (Global-Speak for privatised) of cyberspace is being steadily chipped away at by the 
commercialisation,, profit-orientation of access. In other words, many sites are simply lists - digital 
brochuress - of what is, at a price, available for the consumer. There are still pockets of resistance -
whetherr ad hoc or not A similar process is at work in public communications and broadcasting systems, 
alll  but privatised save for the next flotation of shares. 
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Forr  this reason alone it is important to deal with one newly emergent black box. 

BoxBox 5: The 'Digital  Divide' 

Thiss term refers to increasing concern about the gap between those with internet access 
andd those without (Golding 1998, Holderness 1998, Kaba 1999). The issue revolves around 
whatt  to do with the 4/5ths of the planet who do not have a telephone, let alone a computer  or 
accesss to an internet connection and who do not have it high on their  list of prioritie s (OECD 
2001,, Loader  1998). From the point of view of this research, dealing as it does with non-western 
peopless (Wendt 1999), their  diasporas, the role of (any) technologies in (any) notion of 

11 has a history of its own. This also encompasses assumptions about 'progress*  and 
evenn more, assumptions about all three being a prior i the privilege of the industrial revolution 
andd its champions (Rist 1997, Sachs 1993, Cliffor d 1997). At this point the aforementioned 
ambivalencee becomes reconfigured as the internet/www gets locked into an euro-historical 
playbackk loop. Al l societies must get online or  suffer  the consequences of not being part of the 
Globall  Market. The 'righ t not (to have) to communicate' is denied. At the same time, the rights 
andd wrongs of ICTs remain firmly  withi n western discourses and experience. The upshot is that 
otherr  sorts of uses, potential designs, and problems are denied as well. Moreover  it absents 
currentt  and potential applications for  resistance and political struggle through, and in this 
emergingg domain by men and women from 'pre-internef societies (Morton 1998, Dyrkton 
1996),, let alone the (not always easy) gender-power  relations implicated in these. At the same 
time,, the question that goes begging is where the futur e for  any 'emancipatory' politics lies as 
thee l>asic right*  of telephone connectivity and its respectively assumed importance for  economic 
development,, more equitable forms of democracy becomes defined, and confined as the brave 
neww world of Global E-Commerce (See Hamelink 1995, OECD 2001). 

Too sum up briefly . The emergent 'digital divide' has various shades and hues. It is not 
definedd purely by the absence or  presence of internet connections (see Appendix One). It exists 
betweenn the high-technology dependent EU vis-a-vis the USA. It exists withi n urban centres 
andd between city and country. It is most strikin g between 'developed' political economies and 
continentss and those that are not, such as Sub-Saharan Africa , small island states and parts of 
Lati nn America. It both reproduces die longstanding one between rich and poor  worlds, former 
coloniserss and their  former  colonies, between industrialised and non-industrialised societies. 
Butt  it is not monolithic, nor  evenly distributed. Closing it cannot be done in a culturall y 
universalisticc way either, for  how and what constitutes this divide is a sociocultural and political 
economicc question as much as it is a technical and representational one. For  some, it is a 
questionn of what, if any equipment. For  others the degree and capacity of transmission 
networks.. For  others relative skill and access to computers, cables and software that are 
mutuallyy compatible and/or  related to actual needs and social fabrics (Kami 2001: interview). 
Sometimess it is cultural content that divides, sometimes climate, sometimes social and 
economicc infrastructures. And for  others it is all or  none of the above. Lik e the (in)famous Coca 
Colaa bottle that fell from the sky at the feet of a Kalahari Bushman in Jamie Uyl's film,  The 
GodsGods Must Be Crazy, the internet/www and its gender-power  relations are not a priori  dictated 
byy an artefact alone. What is done with it, how h is used, and how these applications interact 
withh otherss is more the point. 

Conclusion n 

Severall  conceptual, experiential and historical nodes are at stake from here on in. The 
firstfirst  are the Black Boxes prised open in this chapter  and their  restricting influence on analyses 
off  the relationship between ICTs and social change. The second node is that of everyday lif e as 
practisedd and 'invented' by ordinary people. This is an introduction of the work of Michel de 
Certeauu to a range of critical IR/D?E frameworks since the 'thir d debate' that have focused on 
hiss more widely-read compatriots like Michel Foucault, Pierre Bourdieu, Henri Lefebvre, 
Jacquess Derrida and Paul Virili o " . The next chapter  examines this node more full y with respect 

199 The acerbic observation by Niemann &  Davies (2000) about how such an inclusion "smacks of another 
attemptt  to drag a dead French philosopher  out of his grave in an attempt to provide a suitable foundation 
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too de Certeau's deep critique of culturally elitist knowledge production. The third node is the 
practicee of everyday life online on and through non-commercial (cyber)spaces. Everyday uses 
off  the internet/www by non-western peoples and/or their diasporas intersect with the 
postcoloniall  historical and theoretical challenge to those scholarly lexicons and heuristic 
frameworksframeworks contained in said Black Boxes. And more so when these entail postcolonial 
(cyber)spatiall  practices on the ostensibly western internet/www. These challenge not only the 
relativee privileged position assumed by most blanket critiques - and adulations - of the 
internet/wwww emanating from any political or intellectual establishment *°  but also the way in 
whichh any problem - and its solutions - are construed in the first place. This implies a fourth -
normativee - node. As Peterson and Runyan point out: 

Iff  we are to change the world, we have to change ourselves as well as the social 
structuress that both produce and are produced by those selves. We cannot change either 
withoutt changing how we think (1999:48). 

forr an assault on established notions of world politics" (2000:1) is well taken. Nonetheless, out of the 
abovee list of new influences on K/IPE theory, three are still very much alive; as are the problems with 
thesee "established notions likewise. 
900 Namely; privilege "constitutes an' invisible package of unearned assets' that can be counted on and 
aboutt which the privileged are encouraged to remain oblivious...(Peggy Mcintosh, quoted in Peterson & 
Runyann 1999:46). 
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